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centuries later, the writing of history, as well as the history–memory relationship, return 

as main points on the agendas of historians. This book, then, could be read as a history 

ones. First, the book aims to show how those problems about the boundaries of historical 

knowledge, methodological topics, and matters of style in history are grounded in a more 

determinations of the epistemological domain. Regarding this objective, three topics are 

 in history, and the rupture with the view con-

Second, in the “History and Narration” section, different perspectives regarding the con-

troversy about historical representation and its turning point in the 1990s are discussed: 

1) scopes and boundaries of theories that have their origin in rhetoric understood not only 

3) the implications of the narrativist thesis that supports the continuity between narrative 

discourse and temporal experience for a relationship among historical discourse, collective 

“memory problem.” In the second part of the twentieth century, most discussions of his-

torians and theorists could be viewed as questioning, or not, the rupture between memory 

change of the meaning of “testimony” from “evidence or proof of” the real past to “access 
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT: A METABIOGRAPHY. By Nicolaas A. Rupke. Frankfurt am 

Main: Peter Lang, 2005. Pp. 320.

“Metabiography” is a form of historiography that tells the story of a life by looking through 

the eyes of groups of biographers who previously described that life. The term should not 

be understood in terms of literary genres. “Metabiography” has much in common with 

reception theory, yet goes further in its historiographical claims. W hereas reception theory 

presupposes a “Ding an sich,” which is then received, metabiography acknowledges that 

the very telling of a past life invariably and inevitably changes the object of the story. How 

this happens is illustrated by the example of Alexander von Humboldt. 

The book examines how Humboldt has been portrayed in the biographical literature by 

his fellow Germans, through the various periods of German political history, starting in the 

was created. 

internationalist of the FRG, and currently, following the collapse of the Berlin W all and 

popular causes ranging from environmentalism to gay rights. 
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These Humboldts are collective constructs— not merely individual readings— of 

Humboldt, and appropriations by groups of authors who in speaking with a similar voice 

were subject to shared institutional constraints. Humboldt metabiography supports those 

who regard historical scholarship as a form of memory culture, bound and shaped by 

vested interests, professional methods, intended audiences, sociopolitical locations, com-

memorative practices, and sites of remembrance. 

N. R.

By Meili Steele. Ithaca, NY:

Cornell University Press, 2005. Pp. ix, 204.

This book examines the ways that philosophers of public reasoning and their critics hide 

from history and then proposes an alternative problematic that shows how we can reason 

through the historical-social imaginary. The study begins (Introduction and chapter 1) 

German “Historians Debates”— are not just passing phenomena but constitute a crisis 

for the liberal philosophies of public reason espoused by John Rawls, Jürgen Habermas, 

Charles Larmore, and Martha Nussbaum. Their problematics all hide from the histori-

cal and semantic embeddedness of all principles. This failure not only undermines their 

coherence but also prevents them from responding to the challenges of the international 

public sphere. Chapter 2 explores the structuralist and poststructuralist historical critique 

of liberal premises in the work of Hayden White, Judith Butler, Joan Scott, and Michel

Foucault. The chapter examines how they all objectify the historical imaginary, dissolve 

the subject of judgment, and hence block any philosophy of public reason. Drawing on 

the work of Charles Taylor, chapter 3 develops a transcendental argument that shows 

how the social imaginary can be a place for reasoning and not simply an object of study. 

-

social imaginary. (Literature can be read as offering this kind of public argument.) Even 

if we objectify features of the social imaginary as historians or sociologists, rather than 

as philosophers of language and practical reason, we are nonetheless drawing on other 

The rest of the book develops how this problematic can transform public debate through 

Civilizations.

M. S.

y Ian Tyrrell. 

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005. Pp. xii, 348.

This book examines American historical practice from 1890 to 1970, focusing on the ways 

in which historians sought to make history “useful” to wider publics. It addresses contem-

-

tory is recurrent, exaggerated, and often misunderstood. The book suggests that contem-

historiography with advocacy of outreach and public relevance. History has adapted to and 


